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ABSTRACT
The validity of several simplified hydrostatic weighing (SHW) methods in
which residual volume (RV) was estimated, and 5 anthropometric prediction
equations for estimating body density (BD) in a sample of middle-age men (n = 111)
were examined. BD determined from hydrostatic weighing with RV assessed using
the oxygen dilution technique served as the criterion measure. For SHW, the RV
estimates that were used in place of actual values were as follows: RV predicted
from 4 regression equations using age, height, and weight as independent variables;
RV predicted from vital capacity; and constant RV values.

Significantly higher

mean values for BD were obtained for each SHW compared to the criterion method
(p<.05). The correlations and total error scores between actual and estimated BD
values ranged from 0.94 to 0.96 and 0.0043 to 0.0082 g/ml, respectively. For each
of the anthropometric equations, the predicted mean BD was significantly different
from the actual mean (p < .05). The correlations and total error scores between
actual and predicted BD values ranged from 0.77 to 0.84 and 0.0082 to 0.0133 g/ml,
respectively.

On the basis of higher correlations and lower total errors, it was

concluded that SHW methods provide more accurate estimates of BD than
anthropometric prediction equations.

vii

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Specialized laboratory procedures for measuring body composition include
radiographic analysis, potassium - 40, total body water determination, and body
density determination using hydrostatic weighing based on the Archimedean
principle.

Because of the expensive equipment and high level of technical

expertise associated with these procedures, attempts have been made to devise
simpler and more feasible methods which would provide reliable estimates of body
composition. Two simplified methods of body composition assessment that have
been utilized are hydrostatic weighing using an estimated instead of an actual
residual volume, and anthropometry.
Hydrostatic

or

underwater

weighing

has

been

used frequently

by

researchers and clinicians involved in the area of body composition assessment.
However, to accurately compute body volume, and subsequently body density, an
estimation of the volume of air trapped in the body at the time of the underwater
weighing is needed. Any volume of air remaining in the lungs while the subject is
submerged will act as a buoyancy force and cause an underestimation of total body
density (39).

The volume of air in the gastrointestinal tract will also act as a

buoyance force, but it is seldom measured since it is small and variable
(approximately 50 to 100 ml) (3, 24, 46).
The residual volume is generally the smallest lung volume and the least
affected by hydrostatic pressure (43).

Consequently, the most commonly used
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procedure when conducting an underwater weighing is to have the subject expire
maximally to the point of residual volume.

The residual volume can then be

determined either with the subject in the water or on land. It is possible, however,
to underwater weigh at different expiratory levels (39, 43 45).
There are a number of techniques available for measuring residual volume
involving both open and closed-circuit spirometry.

These procedures, however,

necessitate the use of expensive spirometric devices and gas analyzers, and require
considerable technical skill in order to achieve precise measurements. Their use,
therefore, may not be possible in some laboratory and most applied settings.
Attempts have been made to simplify the hydrostatic weighing procedure
by estimating residual volume using prediction equations based on physical
characteristics (1, 10, 11), a constant assumed average (4, 7, 35, 46), or a
percentage of the vital capacity (35, 46). It is questionable whether actual residual
volume determination is necessary for the calculation of body density, relative fat,
and lean body weight. It has been demonstrated that, depending on an individual's
body weight, a difference of 200 to 300 ml from the actual residual volume can
result in an error as large as four percentage units in the eventual body fat
calculation (15). Research has shown, however, that estimates of residual volume
may be used in the calculations of body density, relative fat, and lean body weight
of college-age individuals without significantly altering the results (35, 46).
Anthropometric prediction equations for body composition assessment
have also been used as an alternative to the more specialized laboratory
assessment techniques.

Many investigators have determined body density by

hydrostatic weighing and from this information used linear or curvilinear regression
models to develop prediction equations from various anthropometric measures.
Skinfold thicknesses either alone or in combination with girth and diameter
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measures

have

been

used

Anthropometric estimates

of

in

most

anthropometric

body composition

have

prediction

equations.

been found

by many

investigators to correlate well with the underwater weighing method provided the
equations are applied to populations similar to those from which they were derived.
There are several advantages to the anthropometric approach: the equipment is
relatively inexpensive; the measurements can be easily obtained; and large numbers
of subjects can be tested in a short period of time (33).

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is twofold: 1) to evaluate the differences in the
use of a constant assumed vaiue, a predicted value, and the actual residual volume
on subsequent body composition calculations in middle-age men; and 2) to compare
the accuracy of body composition assessment by hydrostatic weighing with and
without residual volume determination, to several commonly cited anthropometric
prediction equations derived for middle-age men, using the standard hydrostatic
weighing technique with residual volume measurement as the criterion measure.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The Use of Actual, Estimated, and Constant
Residual Volume Values in Body Composition
Assessment
Behnke et al. (4) obtained specific gravity and body

composition

measurements on 99 Navy men between 20 and 40 years of age using actual values
for residual volume.
2650 ml).

The range of values for residual volume were large (706 to

Based on the degree of variability of the obtained residual volume

measurements, it was concluded that individual measurements of specific gravity
from hydrostatic weighing should be accompanied by the actual residual volume
determination.
Data compiled on healthy men and women by Keys and Brozek (24) also
indicate the importance of directly measuring residual volume when determining
body composition from hydrostatic weighing.

The authors report that when an

assumed average value for residual volume is used, a standard deviation of
approximately ± 500 ml can be expected. In a 70 kg man this would correspond to a
difference of ± four percentage units in relative body fat.
Despite the findings of the above studies, several investigators have
utilized a previously derived prediction equation for residual volume based on
physical measures in their densitometric estimate of body fat.

Cooper and

Leverette (11) and Allen (1) determined body composition parameters of Air Force
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personnel using a human body volumeter to measure water displacement and body
volume.

Corrections for residual volume were made through the use of a

prediction equation (10) based on age and weight. The investigators did not obtain
actual measurements of residual volume, therefore, they could not examine in
detail the possible discrepancies that may arise when individual values of body
density, relative fat, and lean body weight are calculated with both actual and
estimated residual volume.
Wilmore (46) compared the effects of two approaches for estimating
residual volume with actual residual volume on individual body composition
calculations in college age men and women. Values for body density, relative fat,
and lean body weight were calculated from hydrostatic weighing using the actual
residual volume measured by the closed-circuit, oxygen dilution technique of
Wilmore (47), a constant assumed value, and residual volume expressed as a
percentage of the vital capacity. Constant assumed values of 1300 ml for males
and 1000 ml for females were used.

Residual volume estimates were obtained

using 0.24 X vital capacity for males and 0.28 X vital capacity for females.
Statistical analysis revealed no significant difference between the actual body
composition values and those calculated using either estimate for residual volume.
When body densitometry is used for research purposes, however, the author
concluded that it is necessary to directly measure the residual volume.
Similar findings were reported by Sinning (35) in a sample of 37 male
college wrestlers. Lean body weight was first determined using the actual residual
volume measurements.

An estimated value and a constant value for residual

volume as described by Wilmore (46) were then utilized in the body composition
calculations.

The use of a constant or estimated residual volume did not

significantly

alter

the

subsequent

calculations

of

lean

body

weight.
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Although the mean value for actual residual volume measured by closed-circuit
spirometry (47) was 1348 ml, the range of values did vary considerably (994 to 2076
ml). Consequently, the use of an estimated or constant residual volume value may
introduce a large error in lean body weight calculations for those individuals
significantly above or below the mean. Selected anthropometric equations (2, 14,
38) were also utilized in the assessment of lean body weight.

Correlation

coefficients and standard errors for these equations ranged from .890 to .972 and
2.06 to 4.07 kg, respectively.

In comparison, correlations and standard errors

between lean body weight determined from actual hydrostatic weighing and
hydrostatic weighing using constant or estimated values for residual volume ranged
from .989 to .990 and 1.26 kg to 1.33 kg, respectively. As a result of the higher
correlations and lower standard errors, it was concluded that the simplified
hydrostatic weighing procedure provided a more accurate determination of lean
body weight than the anthropometric equations.
Although it is preferable to measure residual volume at the time of
underwater weighing, there is disagreement as to whether this is necessary (3).
Differences in residual volume determined on land or in water are not well
established (15, 17, 26).

Residual volume measurement, however, should not be

preceeded by an acute bout of exercise.

It has been demonstrated that residual

volume is significantly increased up to 30 minutes post-exercise (9).
Prediction Equations for Residual Volume
Based on Physical Characterisics
Numerous reports of normal lung volume values from pulmonary function
studies have appeared over the years.

Many prediction equations for total lung

capacity and its subdivisions have been developed through multiple linear regression
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models using a number of independent variables.

Factors which have been

correlated with normal lung volumes include age, height, weight, body surface
area, and smoking (12).

Regression equations for residual volume most often

include age and height as regression variables.
A number of investigators have identified age as the most significant
factor affecting the residual volume compartment.

It has been well documented

that residual volume increases with advancing age and vital capacity decreases
with age (6).

Possible mechanisms for these volume changes, apart from specific

disease processes, have been attributed to a diminished mobility of the thoracic
cage and an overall decrease in the elastic properties of the lung (32). In similar
fashion, residual volume tends to increase as height is increased. The relationship
may reflect the fact that larger individuals simply have larger lungs (5). Although
weight has been shown to be positively correlated with residual volume, regressions
of residual volume against age and height are not always improved by the addition
of weight or body surface area (5, 12, 16).
Commonly cited prediction equations for RV in the pulmonary function
literature include those of Boren et al (5), Crapo et al (12), Goldman and Becklake
(16), and Grimby and Soderholm (18).

The studies have reported multiple

correlation coefficient and standard error values ranging from 0.33 to 0.71 and .37
to .53 liters, respectively.
Anthropometric Assessment of Body Composition
The use of anthropometric equations for predicting body density from
skinfold measurements has certain limitations.

Skinfold thickness measurements

represent only those specific sites measured, and skinfold thicknesses are indicative
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only of the subcutaneous fat deposits. Since subcutaneous fat represents one of the
body's major fat deposits, it has been assumed that the sum of selected skinfolds
would provide a useful estimate of total body fat (28). However, subcutaneous fat
as a percentage of total body fat has been shown to vary considerably depending on
an individual's age, sex, level of physical activity, and degree of fatness (26). The
majority of

previously published prediction equations have assumed a linear

relationship between body density and skinfold fat.

Recent evidence, however,

suggests that the relationship between skinfold fat and body density may be
curvilinear in nature (13, 20, 21). These factors may be responsible for the shift in
the linear regression line.
Lohman (26) in a review of the literature dealing with anthropometric
research has reviewed possible biological technical sources of error when using
skinfolds for body composition assessment.

Estimated errors in body fat from

biological and technical sources were presented as follows:

variations of subcut

aneous fat to total fat, 2.5%; variations in skinfold thickness to subcutaneous fat,
1.8%; and measurement error in skinfold thickness, 0.5% fat. Biological factors
associated with age and sex were listed as the most important factors limiting
prediction equations.
The majority of anthropometric prediction equations have been developed
for the purpose of predicting body density. The literature, however, also contains
anthropometric equations, derived from similar anthropometric variables, to
predict lean body weight and total body volume.

High multiple correlations

between actual and predicted values of lean body weight and total body volume
have been reported for these equations (19, 26).

Consequently, it has been

suggested that the equations may be more accurate predictors than body density
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equations (25, 44). Research conducted by Jackson and Pollock (19), however, has
indicated that there is no advantage in using lean body weight and total body
volume equations over density equations. When the equations were transformed to
the common measurement unit, percent fat, cross validation analysis yielded
similar correlations and standard errors.
Anthropometric Prediction Equations for
Middle-Aged Men
Brozek and Keys (7), pioneers of much of the early anthropometric and
body composition research, provided the first in-depth analysis of the relationship
between specific gravity and skinfold thickness. Specific gravity measurements of
122 healthy middle-aged men were obtained through hydrostatic weighing. From
data on five skinfold measurements and relative body weight, a multiple linear
regression prediction equation was developed, with a R = 0.74.
Pollock et al (34) studied the validity of using different regression
equations to predict body density in 95 young and 84 middle-aged men. Regression
equations for each group of men were developed using various combinations of
skinfold, girth, and diameter measures as independent variables. The slopes of the
respective regression lines were parallel but the intercepts were significantly
different.

The data from both samples were pooled and generalized prediction

equations were formulated. These equations systematically underestimated body
density for the younger sample and overestimated body density for the older
sample. Previously reported prediction equations (7, 23, 31, 37, 49) derived from
samples of young men were then applied to both groups.

Actual body density

determined by hydrostatic weighing was compared to body density predicted from
these equations.

For the younger sample, the correlations between actual and
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predicted body density ranged from 0.80 to 0.81. In contrast, the correlations for
the older sample were lower, ranging from 0.66 to 0.77. The findings of this study
indicate the need for population specific equations.
Durnin and Womersely (13) examined the relationship between body
density and skinfold thickness in 209 males ranging from 16 to 72 years of age. The
subjects were divided into five age groups at ten year intervals. Linear regression
analysis of the sum of four skinfolds revealed that the relationship between body
density and skinfold thickness was quadratic.
repeated using the logarithm of

The regression analysis was then

the sum of four skinfolds.

relationship was transformed into a linear relationship.

The quadratic

Although the regression

lines of body density on skinfold thickness were found to have a common slope, the
intercepts were lower in the older age groups.

Therefore, different prediction

equations were reported for each age group. Standard errors of estimate of body
density from the log of the sum of four skinfolds ranged from 0.0073 to 0.0092
g/ml. The authors suggest that this change in the position of the regression line
with aging was due to a greater proportion of body fat being situated internally.
Zuti and Golding (51) have developed a multiple linear regression equation
for estimating body density from a sample of 60 physically active men between 25
and 30 years of age. A prediction equation for body density was calculated using
waist girth, pectoral skinfold, and right wrist diameter measurements as predictor
variables.

The multiple correlation coefficient and standard error of estimate

between hydrostatically determined body density and predicted body density were
0.92 and 0.0055 g/ml, respectively.
Lewis et al. (25) have also examined the relationship between body density
and anthropometric variables in a physically active population.

A prediction
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equation for body density was developed from anthropometric data on 45 physically
active men, 35 to 67 years of age. The multiple correlation and standard error of
estimate between hydrostatically determined body density and body density
predicted from selected skinfold, girth, and diameter measurements were 0.85 and
0.0063 g/ml, respectively.

Previously reported regression equations (14, 31, 37)

derived from samples of young men who were similar with respect to height,
weight, and relative fat, were applied to the data. Correlations between actual
and predicted body density were low, ranging from 0.49 to 0.71.

The Zuti and

Golding (51) equation derived from a population of physically active men was also
cross-validated.

The correlation between actual and predicted relative fat was

also low (R = 0.61). The authors attributed the poor correlations obtained in the
cross-validation analysis to population specificity.

Because several of the cross-

validated equations (14, 31, 37) were derived from samples of young men, the low
correlations observed were likely the result of age differences (13, 20). In addition,
The low correlation obtained with the Zuti and Golding (51) equation may also
possibly reflect between sample differences with regards to age, degree of physical
activity, and physical characteristics.
Jackson and Pollock (20) have developed a series of generalized prediction
equations for estimating body density from a sample of 308 men between 18 and 61
years of age.
weighing.

Actual measures of body density were determined by hydrostatic

Regression analysis was conducted using the sums of seven and three

skinfolds as independent variables.

A quadratic relationship between body density

and skinfolds was found using both sets of variables.

Age, along with waist and

forearm circumferences were also entered into the regression analysis and these
variables accounted for a significant proportion of the body density variance beyond

the log transformed or quadratic form of skinfolds.

Eight regression equations

were derived using either skinfolds or log transformed skinfolds, in combination
with age and circumference measurements.

All of the equations were cross-

validated on a second sample of 95 men and the authors found the quadratic
equations to be the most accurate.

The correlation coefficients and standard

errors for the cross-validation analysis ranged from 0.91 to 0.92 and 0.0076 to
0.0082 g/ml, respectively.

Because the standard errors for the cross-validation

analysis were similar to those found with the validation sample, it was concluded
that generalized regression equations were valid predictors of body density for
adult men varying in age and fatness.

CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Subjects
One hundred and eleven males between the ages of 30 and 49 were
recruited as subjects. The sample was comprised of individuals from the university
and business community in Tucson, Arizona. The subjects were asked to report to
the University of Arizona Exercise and Sport Sciences Laboratory for the purpose
of body composition assessment. The purposes of the study and testing procedures
were explained.

Following informed consent, anthropometric measures were

collected, residual volume was determined, and the subject underwent hydrostatic
weighing.
Procedures
After a thorough explanation of the testing procedures, the following
physical characteristics were obtained:

age (to the nearest birthday); weight

(measured to the nearest 0.01 kg using a Homs Beam Scale Model 150 KTP); and
height (measured to the nearest 0.1 cm using GPM sliding anthropometer).
Anthropometric measurements were then obtained following the procedures and
anthropometric site descriptions as outlined by Behnke and Wilmore (3), Pollock et
al. (33), and Weiner and Lourie (42). To eliminate experimenter bias, a full series
of measurements were taken followed by a second series. If there was greater than
a 1% discrepency between the first two values, a third measurement was taken.
The average of the two closest values was used.
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A Harpenden caliper with a constant pressure of 10 g/mm^ was used to
measure skinfolds. The skinfolds and their respective locations were as follows:

Triceps

midway between the acromion and olecranon processes on the
posterior aspect of the arm, the arm held vertically, with the fold
running parallel to the length of the arm.

Subscapular

inferior angle of the scapula with the fold running parallel to the
axillary border.

Supraillac

vertical fold on the crest of the ilium at the midaxillary line.

Biceps

taken on the front of the arm, directly above the cubital fossa, at
the same level as the triceps skinfold.

Chest

over the lateral border of the pectoralis major, just medial to the
axilla, with the fold running diagonally between the shoulder and the
opposite hip.
vertical fold on the midaxillary line at approximately the level of

Axilla

the fifth rib.

Abdominal

horizontal fold adjacent to the umbilicus.

Thjgh

vertical fold on the anterior aspect of the thigh midway between the
hip and knee joints.

Calf

vertical fold on the posterior calf at the level of the maximal
circumference, subject in the standing position.
Girth measurements were taken with a Lufkin steel tape to the nearest

0.1 cm at the following sites:

Waist

laterally, at the level of the iliac crests, and anteriorly, at the
umbilicus.
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Gluteal

taken in the horizontal plane at the largest circumference around
the buttocks. Subjects stand with feet together and gluteal muscles
tensed.

Neck

just inferior to the larynx.

Forearm

maximal girth with the elbow extended and the hand supinated.
Diameter measurements were taken with a GPM sliding anthropometer.

Measurements were taken to the nearest 0.1 cm and are described as follows:

Right wrist

distance between the styloid processes of the radius and ulna.

Knee

distance between the outermost projections of the tibial condyles
with the knee flexed to 90°.
The following anthropometric prediction equations were utilized in this

study:
Zuti and Golding (51)
Body Density = 1.08060 - 0.001187 (waist circumference) -0.001076 (chest skinfold)
+ 0.015306 (right wrist diameter).

Pollock et al. (34)
BD = 1.10185 - 0.00072 (chest skinfold) - 0.00046 (axilla skinfold) -0.00100 (gluteal
girth) + 0.00227 (forearm girth).

Jackson and Pollock (20)
BD = 1.0990750 - 0.0008209 (sum of chest, abdomen, and thigh skinfolds) +
0.0000026 (sum of chest, abdomen, and thigh skinfolds)^ -0.0002017 (age) .00005675 (waist circumference) + 0.00018586 (forearm circumference).

Durnin and Wormersly (13)
30 - 39 years of age
BD = 1.1422 - 0.0544 (log of biceps, triceps, subscapular, and suprailiac skinfolds).
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40 - 49 years
BD = 1.1620 - 0.0700 (log of biceps, triceps, subscapular, and suprailiac skinfolds).

Lewis e t a l . (25)
BD = 1.08349 - 0.00102 (chest skinfold) - 0.00159 (axilla skinfold) + 0.00081 (calf
skinfold) + 0.00321 (neck girth) - 0.00087 (waist girth) -0.00475 (knee diameter).
Values for percentage body fat were obtained from Siri's equation (36):
495
%fat=

BD

-»50

Residual lung volumes were measured by the closed-circuit, oxygendilution method developed by Wilmore (47) with the subjects in the sitting position.
A five liter anaesthesia bag was flushed three times and filled with 3 to 5 liters of
100% oxygen.

A mouthpiece was attached to a Hans Rudolph Valve Model No.

140c. The procedure was explained to the subject, a noseclip was secured in place,
and the mouth was properly placed over the mouthpiece.

After several breaths

through the three-way valve, which was open to room air, the subject was
instructed to maximally expire all his air and signal to the investigator when this
was achieved. The percentage of nitrogen following maximal expiration was then
measured using a Hewlett Packard Nitrogen Analyzer (Vertek series). The threeway valve was then opened to the bag containing 100% oxygen. The subject was
instructed to take six to ten breaths from the bag at a rate of one breath every two
seconds. When nitrogen equilibration was reached, the value was recorded. The
subject was instructed to inspire, then maximally expire all of his air.

The

percentage of nitrogen was recorded and the valve was then opened to room air.
The entire procedure was repeated two additional times with a one minute rest
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between trials. Residual volume for each trial was calculated as follows:

RV

=

V X N2E
N2I- NT2F

_

0 0g5

(BTPS)

Where:
RV = Residual Volume
V = Volume of air in equilibration bag.
N2E = Percentage of nitrogen at which point equilibrium occured.
N2I = Percentage of nitrogen in alveolar air following initial maximal
expiration.
N2F = Percentage of nitrogen in alveolar air after final maximal expiration.
0.085 = Dead space value.
BTPS

Factor

=

Calculated

using

ambient

pressure

and

spirometer

temperature.
The two closest values for residual volume were then averaged and used in
subsequent

body

composition

calculations

determined

from

the

standard

hydrostatic weighing technique.
The following prediction equations for residual volume were used in the
calculations of body composition determined from hydrostatic weighing:

Gritnby and Soderholm (18)
Residual Volume = 0.022 (age) + .0198 (height in cm) 0.015 (weight in kg) -1.540.

Goldman and Becklake (16)
RV = 0.017 (age) + 0.027 (ht. in cm) - 3 M 7 .

Boren et al. (5)
RV = 0.019 (ht. in cm) + 0.0115 (age) - 2.240.
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Crapo et al. (12)
RV = 0.0216 (ht. in cm) + 0.0207 (age) - 2.840.
The following constants represent approximate mean values for residual
volume reported in previously published data (6, 30, 34) and data that has
accumulated

in

the

University of

Arizona's Exercise and Sports Sciences

Laboratory:
30 - 39 years
RV = 1.500 liters
40 - 49 years
RV = 1.700 liters
The following estimates approximate values derived from previously
published data (5, 18, 34) and data obtained from the University of Arizona
Exercise and Sport Sciences Laboratory.
recorded with a Collins spirometer.

Vital capacity measurements were

The highest of two trials was used as the

actual value.
30 - 39 years
RV = .30 X vital capacity
40 - 49 years
RV = .34 X vital capacity
Underwater weighing was conducted in a 4 ft. (high) X 6 ft. (diameter)
cylindrical tank with a plastic chair suspended from a Chatillion Scale (9 kilogram
capacity).

Ten consecutive determinations were obtained for each subject

according to the procedures outlined by Behnke and Wiimore (3). The selection of
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the underwater weight value was based on the following criteria:
1.

The highest obtained weight if it was observed more than twice:

2.

The second highest weight if it was observed more than once and if
the first criterion was not met;

3.

The third highest weight if neither of the two previous criterion
were met.

Body density was calculated according to the formula (8):

Ma
BD =
(

Ma - Mw)
Dw

RV

Where:
BD = body density (gm/cc)
Ma = mass in air (kg)
Mw = underwater weight (kg)
DW = water temperature correction
RV = residual volume (liters)
Percentage body fat was obtained through Siri's equation (36).

Intra-Examiner Reliability
Reliability
anthropometric data.

was

computed

for

all

physical

characteristic

and

Twenty subjects were tested and retested under identical

conditions within 72 hours.
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Statistical Methodology
Reliability for all measures taken on separate days were evaluated using
paired t-tests (0.05 level of significance) and correlation coefficients. Residual
volume values obtained from closed-circuit oxygen dilution technique served as the
criterion against which predicted and constant assumed residual volume estimates
were

compared.

For

the

simplified

hydrostatic

weighing-derived

and

anthropometric-based estimates of body density and relative fat, the standard
hydrostatic weighing method with residual volume assessment served as the
criterion measure.

The paired t-test (0.05 level of significance) was used to

determine if significant differences existed between criterion and predicted values
for each respective analysis.
simplified

hydrostatic

The validity of the residual volume estimates,

weighing

procedures,

and

anthropometric

prediction

equations were based upon evaluation of criterion and predicted values. For each
respective analysis, the following statistics were computed: constant errors (mean
differences), correlation coefficients; standard error of estimate scores; and total
error

scores.

SEE = S X ^J 1 -

Standard

error

of

estimate

scores

were

calculated

by:

r2 xy , where S x is the standard deviation of the criterion and r X y is

the correlation between criterion and predicted values. Total error was based upon
-Y*)2/N, where Y is the criterion value and y Ms the predicted value.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The general physical characteristics of the subjects are presented in Table
1. The sample was found to be relatively heterogeneous with respect to total body
weight and body density. The anthropometric variables utilized in the subsequent
predictions of body density are summarized in Table 2.

Test-retest reliability

measures for the general physical characteristic and the anthropometric data on
the subset of twenty subjects are shown in Tables 3 and k.

Mean differences

between measurements taken on separate days were not statistically significant for
any of the assessed variables. Reliability coefficients for all measures were 0.93
or higher with the exception of residual volume (0.90).
Estimation of Residual Volume
The validity of the various approaches for estimating residual volume is
summarized in Table 5. All of the PRV and CRV means were significantly higher
than the actual mean.

Constant error scores ranged from 76 to 538 ml.

Correlation coefficients between actual and PRV and CRV values were generally
low and ranged from 0.20 to 0.53. The regression of actual residual volume on PRV
and CRV values produced similar standard error of estimate (SEE) scores (282 to
325 ml). The total error scores for the PRV and CRV, however, were higher than
the SEE scores and ranged from 315 to 614 ml. The lowest and highest total error
scores were obtained through the use of equations PRV-3 and PRV-2, respectively.
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TABLE 1. Physical Characteristics of the subjects, n = 111.

VARIABLE

MEAN

SD

RANGE

Age, year

36.4

5.5

30-49

Height, cm

179.2

6.3

154.3 - 197.8

Weight, kg
Body density, g/ml
Relative fat, %

83.24
1.0534
20.0

12.25
0.0132
5.9

56.95 - 125.85
1.010 - 1.083
6.9 - 40.4

Residual volume, liters

1.475

0.33

0.852 - 2.477

Vital capacity, liters

5.53

0.77

3.86 - 7.56
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TABLE 2.

Anthropometric characteristics of the subjects, n = 111.

VARIABLE

MEAN

SD

RANGE

Skinfold, mm
9.2

3.5

4.5 - 19.6

Subscapular

15.5

6.1

6.6 - 38.4

Suprailiac

20.1

8.8

5.1 - 40.0

Axilla

12.3

4.7

5.0 - 25.0

Chest

10.4

4.6

3.5 - 26.3

Biceps

5.4

2.3

2.5-14.1

Abdomen

25.3

9.2

7.0 - 46.4

Thigh

13.0

4.8

5.0 - 26.5

8.4

3.3

3.5-21.4

Waist

90.4

8.8

74.4 - 127.8

Gluteal

98.4

6.2

85.4 - 123.9

Neck

38.5

2.2

34.7 - 43.8

Forearm

29.3

2.3

24.9 - 37.5

Wrist

5.7

0.3

4.9 - 6.5

Knee

9.0

0.5

7.6 - 11.9

Triceps

Calf
Circumferences, cm

Diameters, cm

TABLE 3. Test-retest reliability measures for physical characteristics, n = 20.
VARIABLE

MEAN

SD
Tl

T2

179.9

9.1

77.78

77.81

1.0610

t*

r

9.1

1.79

1.00

11.07

10.97

-0.14

1.00

1.0605

0.0134

0.0131

-1.12

0.99

16.6

16.8

6.0

5.8

-1.12

0.99

1.413

1.425

0.335

0.327

-0.34

0.90

5.52

5.51

0.99

0.98

0.31

0.99

Tl

1*2

Height, cm.

180.0

Weight, kg.
Body Density, g/ml
Relative Fat, %
Residual Volume,
liters
Vital Capacity,

•All paired t-ratios are non-significant (p <_05).

TABLE 4. Test-retest reliability measures for anthropometric data, n = 20.
VARIABLE

SD

MEAN
Tl

T2

Tl

T2

t*

r

7.9
10.7
15.8
9.3
7.8
4.4
19.8
10.4
7.8

8.2
10.8
16.4
9.2
7.8
4.3
18.9
10.5
8.2

2.5
2.7
6.8
3.1
3.0
1.4
9.9
3.3
2.5

2.3
2.7
7.5
3.1
2.4
1.5
9.2
3.5
3.0

-1.80
-0.29
-1.19
0.96
0.11
1.13
-1.40
-0.68
-2.04

0.96
0.97
0.96
0.99
0.93
0.97
0.95
0.98
0.97

85.1
95.4
37.2
28.1

85.3
95.6
37.2
28.2

7.0
5.2
1.8
2.1

7.1
5.4
1.7
2.1

-0.75
-1.81
0.12
-1.72

0.99
0.99
0.98
1.00

5.5
8.6

5.6
8.7

0.36
0.51

0.33
0.53

-1.79
-1.83

0.95
0.93

Skinfolds, mm
Triceps
Subscapular
Suprailiac
Axilla
Chest
Biceps
Abdomen
Thigh
Calf
Circumferences, cm
Waist
Gluteal
Neck
Forearm
Diameters, cm
Wrist
Knee

•All paired t-ratios are non-significant (p<0.05).

TABLE 5. Comparison of actual residual volume with predicted and constant assumed values, n = 111.
METHOD

PREDICTOR
VARIABLES

MEAN ± SD

CONSTANT!
ERROR

SEE

TOTAL
ERROR

r

1.475 ± 0.332

Actual
Predicted Residual Volume^
PRV-1 (18)

Age, Ht, Wt

1.564 ±0.180

0.089

0.311

0.329

0.35

PRV-2 (16)

Age, Ht

2.013 ±0.181

0.538

0.295

0.614

0.46

PRV-3 (5)

Age, Ht

1.585 ±0.127

0.110

0.296

0.315

0.45

PRV-4 (12)

Age, Ht

1.786 ±0.163

0.311

0.295

0.429

0.46

PRV-5

VC

1.713 ±0.232

0.238

0.282

0.373

0.53

1.551 ±0.087

0.076

0.325

0.333

0.20

Constant Residual Volume^
CRV

Age

1.

Constant error = the actual mean residual volume value minus the predicted or constant mean values. All
mean differences were statistically significant (p<0.05).

2.

PRV-1 = Grimby and Soderhold (18) equation; PRV-2 = Goldman and Becklake (16) equation; PRV-3 = Boren et
al. (5) equation; PRV-4 = Crapo et al. (12) equation; PRV-5 = residual volume predicted from vital capacity;
CRV = constant residual volume.
Is)

as

Simplified Hydrostatic Weighing
A comparison of body density and relative fat values obtained directly
with those obtained from simplified hydrostatic weighing (SHW) procedures are
summarized in Table 6. Significantly higher mean values for body density were
found when PRV and CRV values were substituted in place of the actual residual
volume value.

Constant error scores ranged from 0.0011 to 0.0071 g/ml,

corresponding to differences between actual and predicted relative fat of -0.48 to 3.19%.

Correlation coefficients between actual and SHW-derived body density

values were high, ranging from 0.94 to 0.96.
scores of less than 0.0045 g/ml (2.0% fat).

All SHW methods resulted in SEE
The total error of predicted body

density derived from the various prediction equations for determining residual
volume ranged from 0.0043 to 0.0082 g/ml (1.87 to 3.61% fat). Use of equations
PRV-2 and PRV-4 resulted in total errors greater than 2.5% fat. Lower total error
scores were found for PRV-1, PRV-3, PRV-5, and CRV; 2.05, 1.87, 2.20, and 2.07%
fat, respectively.
Anthropometric Assessment of Body Composition
For each of the anthropometric equations, the predicted mean body
density was significantly different from the actual mean (Table 7). Constant error
scores ranged from - 0.0046 to 0.0089 g/ml (2.06 to - 3.97% fat). Equations A2,
A3,

and

A4

systematically

overestimated,

while

systematically underestimated actual body density.

equations

A1

and

A5

Correlation coefficients

between actual and estimated values were moderately high ranging from 0.77 to
0.84. SEE scores ranged from 0.0072 to 0.0085 g/ml (3.24 to 3.82% fat). Both the
magnitude and the range of the total error of prediction scores were greater than

TABLE 6. Comparison of body composition data using predicted or constant residual volumes, n = 111.1
METHOD

MEAN ± SD

CONSTANT 2
ERROR

SEE

TOTAL
ERROR

r

Actual

1.0534±0.0132
20.0 ± 5.9

PRV-1

1.0549 ± 0.01^1
19.3 + 6.3

0.0015
-0.67

0.0041
1.85

0.0047
2.05

0.95

PRV-2

1.0605 ± 0.0134
16.8 + 5.9

0.0071
-3.19

0.0039
1.77

0.0082
3.61

0.95

PRV-3

1.0547 + 0.0129
19.4 ±5.8

0.0013
-0.62

0.0040
1.82

0.0043
1.87

0.95

PRV-4

1.0576 + 0.0129
18.1 +5.7

0.0042
-1.89

0.0039
1.76

0.0058
2.65

0.95

PRV-5

1.0565 + 0.0136
18.6 ±6.1

0.0031
-1.40

0.0037
1.68

0.0049
2.20

0.96

CRV

1.0545 ±0.0132
19.5 ±5.8

0.0011
-0.48

0.0044
1.99

0.0046
2.07

0.94

1.

For each respective method, upper values represent body density, g/ml; lower values are corresponding
relative fat values, %.

2.

All mean differences were statistically significant (p<0.05).
IS)

OO

TABLE 7. Cross-validation analyses of the anthropometric equations for estimating body density and relative body
fat, n = 111.1

EQUATION

MEAN ± SD

CONST ANT^
ERROR

SEE

TOTAL
ERROR

r

Actual

1.0534 ±0.0132
20.0 ± 5.9

A1 Durnin and
Wormersly (13)

1.0496 ± 0.0105
21.7 ±4.7

-0.0038
1.66

0.0072
3.24

0.0082
3.64

0.84

A2 Jackson and
Pollock (20)

1.0591 ±0.0098
17.4 ±4.3

0.0057
-2.56

0.0074
3.31

0.0094
4.12

0.83

A3 Lewis et al. (25)

1.0623 ±0.0153
16.0 ± 6.8

0.0089
-3.97

0.0084
3.76

0.0133
5.89

0.77

A4 Pollock et al. (34)

1.0568 ±0.0098
18.4 ±4.1

0.0034
-1.57

0.0085
3.82

0.0092
4.19

0.77

A5 Zuti and
Golding (51)

1.0488 ±0.0134
22.1 ±6.1

-0.0046
2.06

0.0077
3.45

0.0093
4.19

0.82

1.

See Table 6.

2.

All mean differences were statistically significant (p<T 0.05).

N)
VO
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the SEE scores and ranged from 0.0082 to 0.0133 g/ml (3.64 to 5.89% fat). The
lowest total error score was obtained with equation Al; the highest with equation
A3. Equations A2, M and A5 demonstrated similar total errors of approximately
4.0% fat.

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Four previously derived residual volume prediction equations were crossvalidated on the present sample of middle-age men.

Analysis of the data as

presented in Table 5 indicated that the predicted residual volume means were
significantly higher than the actual mean (p<.05). In addition, the constant error
scores varied considerably, ranging from 89 to 538 ml. These data suggest that
there were systematic errors associated with each of these equations. Since these
prediction equations were originally derived from samples comprised predominately
of middle-age men, the large systematic prediction errors associated with PRV-2
(538 ml) and PRV-4 (311 ml) are possibly the result of differences between studies
in technique, spirometric devices, or in the gas analysers used to measure residual
volume in the original validation studies from which these equations were derived.
The mean residual volume values reported in the original validation
studies and the measurement techniques employed are presented in Table 8. For
comparative

purposes,

the

mean

residual

volume values and

measurement

techniques reported in several other investigations are also presented. It is unclear
why the mean residual volume of 1.475 liters obtained in the present study was
lower than other mean values reported in the literature for middle-age men.
Inspection of Table 8, however, reveals that both the techniques utilized by these
investigators and the reported mean values vary considerably from study to study.
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TABLE 8. Comparison of age, height, residual volume assessment technique, and mean residual volume values in
the present study with those reported by other investigators for middle-age men.
INVESTIGATOR

METHOD 1

N

AGE, YR

HEIGHT, CM

RESIDUAL

+ $D

VOLUME

Present study
Boren et al. (5)
Crapo et al. (12)2
Goldman and Beck lake (16)
Grimby and Soderholm (18)
Lewis et al. (25)
Needham et al. (29)
Pollock et al. (34)
Weltman and Katch (45)
Wilmore et al. (50)

1
6
6
5
3
2
1
2
2
2
1
1

111
119
116
123
44
152
45
23
22
84
72
55

36.5
34.5
43.5
48.5
44.3
40.4
47.2
35.0
44.9
44.9
43.4
33.2

179.2
176.5
176.0
175.0
173.9
177.0
176.5
173.7
172.2
179.8
176.6
179.0

1.475
1.570
1.700
1.944
2.040
1.750
1.942
2.110
2.170
1.690
1.560
1.730

+
+
+

0.33
0.57
0.58

+
+
+

0.48
0.44
0.41

+

0.31
0.42
0.49

+
+

1.

Residual volume measured in the sitting position. Method utilized: 1 = closed-circuit oxygen dilution; 2 =
closed-circuit helium dilution; 3 = closed-circuit hydrogen dilution; 4 = open-circuit nitrogen washout; 5 =
single-breath helium dilution; 6 = closed-circuit helium dilution and open-circuit nitrogen washout.

2.

Mean residual volume not reported in original study. Residual volume is that predicted from equation (RV =
0.0216 (HT) + 0.0207 (AGE) - 2.840) using mean age and height of the original validation sample from which
equation PRV-4 was derived.

ls>
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In some instances, the differences between reported mean values can be attributed
to differences between samples with respect to age and height.

Methodological

factors may also have contributed to some of the observed differences since
considerably different mean values have been reported for samples possessing
similar physical c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s (5, 16, 29, 34, 45).
The correlations between actual and predicted residual volume values for
equations PRV-1 through 4 were similar and ranged from R = 0.35 to 0.46. The
multiple correlations reported in the original validation studies for these equations
ranged from R = 0.33 to 0.71.

It is difficult, however, to compare the present

correlations with the multiple correlations obtained in the original studies because
of the heterogeneity of the original samples and the greater range of variability
associated with the residual volume means. The validity of these equations can
best be determined by comparing the present with the original standard error
scores. The standard error scores reported for equations PRV-1 through 4 in the
original studies were 0.380, 0.388, and 0.530, and 0.374 ml, respectively.

The

original standard error scores reported for PRV-2 and PRV-4 were considerably
lower than the total error scores obtained in this study (Table 5).

In contrast,

equations PRV-1 and PRV-3 demonstrated greater accuracy when applied to the
data of the present sample since larger standard error scores for these equations
were reported in the original validation studies.
Since the residual volume prediction equations utilized in this study were
derived from the regression of residual volume on age and height, it was assumed
that they would demonstrate greater accuracy than CRV values, which were based
on only two age groupings and thus not sensitive to changes in age and height.
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Analysis of the total error scores, however, indicated that the two most accurate
prediction equations, PRV-1 and PRV-3, demonstrated total errors that were
slightly lower than the error obtained through the use of CRV values. It is possible
that residual volume prediction equations using age and height as independent
variables do not account for much of the variability that is present in the residual
lung volume (12). The coefficient of determination (r2) for the prediction equation
that exhibited the greatest degree of accuracy (PRV-3) was 0.20 indicating that
only 20 percent of the variability in the residual lung volume was associated with
changes in age and height.
The constant error score that was obtained when residual volume was
estimated from vital capacity was due to higher than anticipated vital capacity and
lower than anticipated residual volume values. The mean value for vital capacity
was 5.53 liters and is approximately 13% higher than the mean values reported by
other investigators for middle-age men (5, 18, 45).
Based on total error scores, equations PRV-1 and PRV-3, and the CRV
approach demonstrated comparable accuracy for the men represented in this study.
The best evidence for the validity of PRV-1 and PRV-3 was provided when the
standard errors in the present study were compared to those in the original
validation studies. Although the mean residual volume values reported in literature
for middle-age men vary considerably, values of 1.500 and 1.700 liters for males 30
to 39 and 40 to 49 years of age, respectively appear to be acceptable estimates of
residual volume based on the present data and the findings of other workers (5, 18,
34). There appears to be no advantage in using residual volume estimates from the
vital capacity measurement (PRV-5) over PRV-1, PRV-3, and CRV values.

In
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addition, a relatively low correlation between residual volume and vital capacity
was obtained in this study; r = 0.42. Similarly, Boren et al. (5) have reported a low
correlation of r = 0.16 between residual volume and vital capacity in 422 males
ranging from 20 to 69 years of age.
Simplified Hydrostatic Weighing
Analysis of Table 6 indicated that the SHW procedures produced mean
values for body density that were significantly different from the actual mean
(p<.05).

With the exception of

PRV-2, however, the magnitudes of

these

differences were not exceptionally large. In addition, the standard deviations for
the SHW derived body density means were very similar to the actual standard
deviation.
The correlation coefficients between actual body density values and those
calculated using PRV or CRV values were very high; r = 0.94 to 0.96.

High

correlations between actual body composition values and those derived from SHW
procedures have also been reported for college-age males (35, 46). Wilmore (46)
reported correlations of r = 0.95 and 0.94 between actual body density values and
those obtained using an estimated (RV = 0.24 X vital capacity) and constant
residual volume (1300 ml), respectively. Sinning (35) reported correlations of 0.99
and standard errors of 1.26 and 1.33 kg between actual lean body weight values and
those derived using the respective estimated and constant residual volume
approaches of Wilmore (46).

The same investigator also cross-validated several

anthropometric prediction equations (2, 14, 38) and compared the accuracy of these
equations to that of SHW procedures.

The correlations and standard errors

between actual and lean body weight values predicted from anthropometric
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equations ranged from 0.89 to 0.92 and 2.06 to 4.07 kg, respectively. On the basis
of higher correlations and lower standards errors, Sinning (35) concluded that SHW
procedures provided more accurate estimates of lean body weight than the
anthropometric equations.
The total error scores for the SHW procedures were small considering the
magnitude of the total errors associated with each of the residual volume
estimates. For example, the total error of equation PRV-3 (315 ml) corresponded
to an error of 0.0043 g/ml (1.87% fat).

A total error as large as 614 ml (PRV-2)

corresponded to an error of only 0.0082 g/ml (3.61% fat).
It is apparent from the above discussion that, with exception of PRV-2,
the use of PRV and CRV values did not greatly influence the calculations of body
density and relative fat determined from hydrostatic weighing. Sinning (35) and
Wilmore (46) formed similar conclusions with regard to the validity of using
estimated and constant residual volume values in college-age males.

These

investigators concluded that SHW procedures are an acceptable alternative to
regular hydrostatic weighing when used for diagnostic or classification purposes.
However, when body composition measurements are to be used for research
purposes, i.e., monitoring body composition changes, Wilmore (46) has indicated
that it is necessary to directly measure the residual volume.

Anthropometric Assessment of Body Composition
Five anthropometric equations derived from samples of middle-age men
were applied to the present sample. The mean value of 1.0534 g/ml (20.0% fat)
derived from hydrostatic weighing in the present study was within the range of
mean values reported in the original validation studies from which these five
equations were derived.

Cross-validation of anthropometric prediction equations is necessary in
order to determine if equations derived on one sample will display similar
predictive accuracy when applied to different samples with similar characteristics.
Cross-validation studies have generally reported lower correlations and higher
standard errors than those reported in the original studies (22, 26, 48). The findings
of this study are consistent with these previous observations. Inspection of Table 9
reveals that with the exception of Al, the prediction equations selected for the
present study produced lower correlations and higher standard errors than those
reported in the original investigations.
Other investigators have cross-validated equations A4 and A5 on samples
of middle-age men.

Ward et al. (41) reported a correlation of r = 0.87 between

actual and predicted body density for equation A4. This correlation was somewhat
higher than that obtained in the present study for this equation (r = 0.77).

In

contrast, the correlation of r = 0.61 between actual and predicted relative body fat
reported by Lewis et al. (25) for equation A5 was substantially lower than that
obtained in this study (r = 0.82). Standard error scores for these equations were not
reported in either of these studies. Thorland et al. (40) have cross-validated the
generalized equation (A2) developed by 3ackson and Pollock (20) on a sample of
adolescent male athletes. Although the correlation of r = 0.75 between actual and
predicted body density was lower than that in this study (r = 0.83), the total error
score of 0.0071 g/ml was also lower than that obtained in the present analysis
(0.0094 g/ml).
The lowest total error of prediction score for body density was obtained
with equation Al which was based on the logarithmic sum of four skinfold

TABLE 9. Correlation coefficients and standard errors obtained in the present study in comparison to those
reported in the original investigations.
ORIGINAL
STANDARD

PRESENT
TOTAL

R

ERROR, g/ml

r

ERROR, g/ml

A1

0.71 1

0.0084 2

0.84

0.0082

A2

0.92

0.0072 3

0.83

0.009k

A3

0.85

0.0063 2

0.77

0.0133

M

0.83

0.0075 3

0.77

0.0092

A5

0.92

0.0055 2

0.82

0.0093

Correlation between actual and predicted body density means were calculated from the original data by
R

SEE 2 , where SEE is the standard error of estimate and SD is the sample standard deviation in body
SD 2

density.
2.

Values are standard error of estimate scores.

3.

Values are total error scores.
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measures.

The generalized, non-linear equation (A2) proposed by Jackson and

Pollock (20) demonstrated no greater accuracy in the prediction of body density
than equations M and A5 which were based on linear regression models. It should
be noted that it was not possible in the present study to determine the general
applicability of equation A2. To effectively cross-validate this equation, a more
heterogeneous sample with respect to age and body fatness is needed.
It was shown in Table 7 that equations A2 and A3 produced the largest
constant error scores.

Large differences between predicted and actual means

indicates that there was a systematic effect between studies due to methodological
or biological factors (26). Although equation A3 was derived from a population of
middle-age men, the actual mean body density value for this sample was 1.069 g/ml
(13.2% fat). Therefore, the systematic prediction error exhibited by this equation
was most likely due to biological factors and further supports the concept of
population specificity. In contrast, equation A2 was derived from a large data base
using a generalized approach.

This systematic prediction error, therefore, may

have been due to methodological factors. Possible factors which can influence the
accuracy

of

an

anthropometric

prediction

equation

include

variations

in

measurement techniques (26, 27) and the use of different skinfold calipers (27).
Equation A2 was originally derived from skinfold fat measurements that were
obtained with a Lange skinfold caliper as opposed to the Harpenden caliper used in
the present study. Lohman et al.

(27) obtained substantially higher skinfold fat

values with the Lange as opposed to the Harpenden caliper in a sample of female
college basketball players. The mean differences between skinfold fat measured by
these calipers for the subscapular, thigh, tricep, abdomen and suprailiac sites were
reported as 3.2, 3.5, 3.6, 4.4, and 6.3 mm, respectively. In order to determine the

possible systematic effect of caliper differences on equation A2 in this study, 3.0,
4.4, and 3.5 mm were added to the respective chest, abdomen, and thigh means,
and the predicted mean body density for the sample was recalculated.

This

adjustment decreased the original predicted mean body density from 1.0591 g/ml
(17.4% fat) to 1.0523 g/ml (20.4% fat).

The adjusted mean body density and

relative fat values are nearly identical to the actual values of 1.0534 g/ml and
20.0% fat obtained from underwater

weighing.

Lohman et ai. (27) have

recommended that skinfold fat measurement techniques as well as skinfold calipers
be standardized in future body composition studies.
Comparison of SHW and Anthropometric Procedures
With the exception of PRV-2, the total error scores for the SHW methods
were substantially smaller than those obtained through anthropometric prediction
equations.

Based on total error scores, the most accurate SHW procedure and

anthropometric prediction equation were PRV-3, (1.87% fat) and Al (3.634% fat),
respectively. To investigate the accuracy of PRV-3 and Al in greater depth, the
magnitude of the individual errors resulting from the use of these two methods
were examined (Table 10). Analysis of equation Al indicated that 34.2 percent of
the sample exhibited individual errors greater than 3.99% fat. In contrast, use of
PRV-3 resulted in 3.6 percent of the sample having errors of this magnitude.

TABLE 10. Deviations from actual relative body fat values resulting from the use of prediction equation A1 and
SHW procedure PRV-3.
DEVIATION FROM ACTUAL
VALUE, PERCENT FAT

CUMULATIVE
%

CUMULATIVE
%

%

%

PRV-3

A1
0.0 - 0.99

23.4*

23.4

34.2*

34.2

1.0 - 1.99

11.7

35.1

31.5

65.7

2.0 - 2.99

13.5

48.6

20.7

86.4

3.0 - 3.99

17.1

65.7

9.9

96.3

3.99

34.2

99.9

3.6

99.9

•Value represents percentage of sample that exhibited that particular deviation from their actual value.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this investigation was to compare the accuracy of several
simplified hydrostatic weighing (SHW) methods with five anthropometric prediction
equations for estimating body density in a sample of 111 middle-age men.

The

standard hydrostatic weighing method with residual volume assessment served as
the criterion measure against which all SHW-derived and anthropometric-based
estimates of body density were compared.
Initially, the accuracy of

four

previously derived residual volume

prediction equations, constant residual volume values based on two age groupings,
and residual volume estimates from the vital capacity measurement
examined.

were

All of the predicted and constant residual volume mean values were

significantly higher than the actual mean value of 1.475 liters (p<0.05). Use of
residual volume prediction equations PRV-2 and PRV-4 resulted in large systematic
prediction errors which were most likely the result of methodological differences
in the determination of residual volume between the present and original validation
studies. The correlations between actual and predicted residual volume values for
equations PRV-1 through k were low indicating that age, height, and weight do not
account for a large portion of the variability that is present in the residual lung
volume. Based on

total error scores, PRV-1, PRV-3, and CRV demonstrated

comparable accuracy in the estimation of residual volume.

The findings of this

study would indicate that residual volume estimates from the vital capacity
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measurement (PRV-5) are unnecessary since the accuracy of this approach, based
on total error, was no greater than that displayed by PRV-1, PRV-3, and CRV.
Body density was then determined through hydrostatic weighing using the
predicted and constant residual volume values in place of the actual values.
Although significantly higher mean values for body density were found when PRV
or CRV values were substituted in place of the actual values, the correlations
between actual and SHW-derived body density values were very high. In addition,
the total error scores for SHW procedures were low. With the exception of PRV-2,
the total error scores were less than 0.0058 g/ml (2.7% fat).

These total error

scores were also low considering the magnitudes of the total errors associated with
each residual volume estimate in the initial analysis. These findings would suggest
that, for men similar to those represented in this study, an accurate measurement
of residual volume is relatively insignificant when calculating body density from
hydrostatic weighing for diagnostic or classification purposes. For such purposes,
SHW-derived estimates of body density obtained through the use of PRV-1, PRV-3,
or CRV values appear most practical and valid.
The validity of five anthropometric prediction equations derived from
samples of middle-age men were also examined in this study.

For each of the

anthropometric equations, the predicted mean body density was significantly
different from the actual value (p

0.05). Equations A2, A3, and M systematically

overestimated, while equations A1 and A5 systematically underestimated body
density.

Equations A2 and A3 demonstrated the largest constant error scores

indicating that there were systematic differences between the present and original
validation studies with respect to methodological or biological factors. Because of
the limitations of this study, the degree to which methodological or biological

sources of variation influenced the accuracy of these equations could not be
determined. However, the findings of this study would suggest that the systematic
prediction error associated with equation A3 was most likely the result biological
factors which would lend further support to the concept of population specificity.
In contrast, the systematic prediction error demonstrated by the generalized
equation (A2) may have been due to methodological factors in the determination of
skinfold thicknesses based on the recent findings of Lohman et a!. (27).

On the

basis of total error, the most accurate equation in the present analysis was Al,
which was based on the logarithmic sum of four skinfolds.

The non-linear,

generalized equation (A2) and the equations based on linear regression models (M
and A5) demonstrated comparable accuracy in the prediction of body density.
Equation Al would appear to be the most practical and valid prediction equation
since it incorporated only skinfold measures and demonstrated the greatest
accuracy for the present sample.
The findings of this study support the conclusion that SHW methods
provide more accurate estimates of body density than do anthropometric prediction
equations. For classification or diagnostic purposes, SHW procedures using PRV-1,
PRV-3, and CRV values would appear most desirable since both the constant and
total error scores for these approaches were substantially lower than those
obtained from the anthropometric equations.

If such factors as time, space, or

equipment limit the use of SHW methods, equation Al would appear to be the most
practical and valid alternative.

Further cross-validation of the anthropometric

equations utilized in this study with careful consideration to methodology is
recommended.
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THE UNIVERSITY O F ARIZONA
H E A L T H SC I E N C E S C E N T E R
T l ( SON. ARIZONA X5724
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TELEPHONE IM>2> 62M72I or 426-757!

SI BJFCTS COMMITTEE

INN S

W A R K I R l ILDIVC. ::oi. ROOM
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4 November 1983

Mr. Todd Carl
Department of Physical Education
Physical Education Building, Rocs: 3
MAIN CAMPUS
Dear Mr. Carl:
We are i n receipt of your project, "Simplified Hydrostatic Weighing without
Residual Volume Determination vs. Anthropometric Assessment of Body Composition:
A Comparative Analysis", which was submitted to this Committee for review.
The procedures to be followed i n this study pose no more than minimal risk to
the participating subjects.
Regulations issued by the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services [45 CFR Part 46.110(b)] authorize approval of this
type project through the expedited review procedures, with the condition that
subjects' anonymity be maintained.
Although f u l l Committee review i s not
required, a brief summary of the project procedures i s submitted to the Committee
for their information and comment, i f any, after administrative approval i s
granted.

This project i s approved effective 4 November 1983.

Approval i s granted with the understanding that no changes w i l l be made
i n either the procedures followed or i n the consent form(s) to be used (copies
of which we have on f i l e ) without the knowledge and approval of the Human
Subjects Committee and the College or Departmental Review Committee.
Any
physical or psychological harm to any subject must also be reported to each
committee.
A university policy requires that a l l signed subject consent forms be
kept in a permanent f i l e i n an area designated for that purpose by the Department
Head or comparable authority.
This w i l l assure their accessibility i n the
event that university o f f i c i a l s require the information and the principal
investigator i s unavailable for some reason.
Sincerely yours

Milan Novak, M.D., Ph.D.
Chairman
Human Subjects Committee
MN/jm
cc:

Patricia C. Fairchild, Ph.D.
Departmental Review Committee
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SUBJECT'S CONSENT
A Simplified Hydrostatic Weighing Method Without Residual Volume
Determination

Versus

Anthropometric

Assessment

of

Body Composition: A

Comparative Analysis.
You are being invited to participate in the above named research project
being conducted in the University of
Laboratory.

Arizona Exercise and Sports Science

You have been selected for this study, along with 111 other made

volunteers, based on your age.

The purpose of this study is to compare the

accuracy of two simplified methods of body composition assessment.

The two

simplified methods will include underwater weighing without residual volume
measurement and anthropometric assessment of body composition.

Your actual

body composition profile will be determined from the underwater weighing
procedure with the residual volume measurement. From this information we will
be able to determine your percentage of body fat, fat weight, and lean body
weight.
The

anthropometric

body

composition

tests

include

a

series

of

measurements of various bone diameters, girths, and skinfold fat thicknesses. The
measurements will take approximately 20 minutes to complete.
Your residual volume, the amount of air left in the lungs following a
maximal expiration, will be measured prior to the underwater weighing.

This

procedure will involve inspiring and maximally expiring through a mouthpiece and
valve, which are connected to a bag containing oxygen.
The underwater weighing procedure will be conducted in a cylindrical
water tank. During the underwater weighing you will be asked to sit on a plastic
chair, which is suspended from a scale, and submerge yourself underwater.

In

addition, you will be asked to expire your air underwater and stay submerged for
several seconds, enabling us to determine your underwater weight and body density.
The underwater weighing procedure will be repeated 10 times. The measurement
of residual volume and the underwater weighing procedure will take approximately
30 minutes to complete.

49

There are no serious risk factors associated with body composition
assessment

procedures.

However, expiring

air

while

underwater

can

be

discomforting.
All of the testing procedures will be completed in one visit to the
Exercise and Sports Science Laboratory.

All of the obtained information will be

treated as privileged and confidential and will not be released to anyone without
your expressed written consent. The information obtained, however, may be used
for statistical or scientific purposes with your right of privacy retained.
"I have read the above "Subject's Consent". The nature, demands, risks,
and benefits of the project have been explained to me. I understand that I may ask
questions and that I am free to withdraw from the project at any time without
incurring ill will (or affecting my medical care). I also understand that this consent
form will be filed in an area designated by the Human Subjects Committee with
access restricted to the principal investigator or authorized representatives of the
particualr department. A copy of this consent for will be given to me."
Subject's Signature

Date

I have carefully explained to the subject the nature of the above project.
I hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge the subject signing this consent
form understands clearly the nature, demands, benefits, and risks involved in
participating in this study. A medical problem or language or educational barrier
has not precluded a clear understanding of his/her involvement in this project.

Investigator's Signature

Date
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